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The foundation of a successful response 

management strategy is seamless         

communication at every stage of a project 

and access to historical proposal content 

whenever–and wherever–collaborators are 

working. Integrating RFPIO with Google 

Hangouts chats, proposal teams can 

respond to RFx and questionnaires more 

efficiently while simultaneously                  

empowering other Hangouts users in the 

organization with on-demand access to 

RFPIO’s answer library.

Collaborate on RFPIO projects without leaving Hangouts
RFPIO notifi cations, tasks, messages, and comments are conveniently delivered to key stakeholders and 

subject matter experts through Google Chat - who can view and respond to questions and engage with 

projects without ever needing to log into RFPIO. 

@mention specifi c users or projects in 

RFPIO to message collaborators in a   

private chat or in group chat windows

Deliver messages, comments, task        

reminders, and notifi cations through 

Google Chat with the RFPIO Chatbot. 
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Turn Hangouts into an on-demand knowledge base
RFPIO’s answer library is a rich database that contains the most up-to-date and accurate 

information about your organization. Whether individuals are responding to an RFP, support 

tickets, technical questions from partners, or queries from prospects, they’ll most likely be 

able to find the answer they’re looking for in the answer library.

Use @ commands in Google Chat to keyword search RFPIO for question-answer pairs

Preview top search results in Google Chat windows or easily view all matching        

question- answer pairs in RFPIO

Control Google Chat user access to answer library content according to factors such as    

user role and/or business unit


